
 

 

 

 

RA Masters Commission – Minutes  
Monday 21st March 2016, 6.00pm AEDT 
 

Attendees: Alan Nicoll (chair), Fenton Jones, Susan Linacre, Phil Titterton, Karen Clay, Cameron 

Allen 

Apologies: Sue Wallace, Peer Richards 

 

1. Alan welcomed all to the meeting. 
 

2. 2016 Australian Masters Rowing Championships Update 

a. Boat hire opportunities will be important for this regatta. Alan will contact Sue to 

address this. 

b. Older female groups are confronting a clash of events e.g. H4X and H8+. As outlined 

when the Indicative Race Schedule was compiled, there will be a better separation of 

sculling events, or sweep events, but clashes are more likely when athletes choose to 

compete in both scull and sweep events. 
 

3. FISA National Federations Conference 

a. The issues relevant to Masters Rowing were:  

i. gender equality of events;  

ii. equality of competition with the growth of “international composite crews”;  

iii. and encouraging increased participation. 

The RAMC has reviewed these issues, and continues to remain abreast of them.  

 
 

4. Club Good Practise in Management of Masters Rowing 

a. Susan read a discussion paper she and Phil had prepared. This sought clarification of 

the objectives of the RAMC. In discussion, Risk Management was considered a major 

issue especially if newcomer older rowers are to be encouraged, since increased 

participation is a major objective for the RAMC.  These matters also relate to 

alternative events for Masters, and recreational rowing. 

b. The discussion paper will be forwarded to all Commissioners for consideration and 

further discussion next meeting. 
 

 

5. Other Business 

a. Susan spoke of the success of the Masters Sprint Races at the recent Australian 

Rowing Championships, and despite some concern about the fairness of the 

handicapped starts, it was agreed that the blanket finishes were a spectators delight. 

 

6. Next meeting – 11 April 2016, 6.00pm AEDT  

 

7. Close of meeting – 6.50pm 


